
AKVIS SKETCH VIDEO CLASSIC 2.0 - NEW FEATURES, FREE UPDATE! 

September 28, 2016 — AKVIS is happy to announce the release of AKVIS Sketch Video 
Classic Plugin v.2.0 for Adobe Premiere Pro and After Effects. The new version offers 
the Post Processing option, updated presets, multiple bug fixes, and stability 
improvements. 

AKVIS Sketch Video Classic is a leading-edge plugin for Adobe Premiere Pro and 
Adobe After Effects for converting videos into animated cartoons, both b&w and color. 
The software significantly enhances the facilities of the video editors allowing you to 
achieve unbelievable results with a little skill and patience. It will only take minutes to 
create a unique cartoon project!  

With the plugin, you can easily apply various pencil drawing styles to compositions and 
movies. Explore new ways to highlight your videos with a few mouse clicks! The plugin 
will be valuable to both professionals and beginners. Create an eye-catching advertising 
presentation, brighten up your YouTube channel, amaze your friends with an 
extraordinary wedding movie... You need only your imagination and AKVIS Sketch 
Video Classic!  

Version 2.0 offers the post processing section with new parameters, an updated list of 
presets, major bug fixes, and other changes. 

In Version 2.0:  

 Post Processing Effects  

The new version allows to apply additional effects to the processed image. Using the 
Shadows, Noise, and Contrast parameters, you can make your drawing look even more 
expressive!  

 New Presets  

The new version includes an updated list of ready-to-use presets created by 
considering the extended functionality.  

 Fixed Bugs & Compatibility Issues  

- fixed bug that caused the crash of Premiere Pro on Mac OS X;  
- fixed an out of memory error which occurred when processing 4k footage;  
- improved the plugin compatibility with After Effects and Premiere Pro;  
- fixed issue with uninstalling the plugin;  
- and other minor bug fixes.  

Download AKVIS Sketch Video Classic 2.0 and start your 30-days free trial!  

The software runs on Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 and on Mac OS X 10.7-10.12.  
   

AKVIS Sketch Video Classic sells for $199. One license key allows activating the 
software on two computers.  

  

http://akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic/index.php
http://akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic/whats-new.php
http://akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic-tutorial/howwork/effect.php
http://akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic/download.php


AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of image processing software and 
scientific research. The company was founded in 2004 by IT professionals having 
considerable experience in programming and software development. Since then the 
company has released a number of successful programs. The new video editing plugin 
opens up a new product line.  

 

About the Program: akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic/index.php  

Screenshot: akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic/screenshots.php  

Download: akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic/download.php  

Tutorial: akvis.com/en/sketch-video-classic-tutorial/index.php 

Graphics: akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php  
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